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Make the Most of Your Vitamix!Whether your new to the world of high-speed blenders or have
been using a Vitamix for years, the Vitamix Cookbook: Not Just Smoothies! Super Delicious,
Super Easy Recipes for Health and Happiness is going to help you make amazingly healthy and
delicious soups, dips, sauces, smoothies, desserts, and more.Many people are excited when
they first purchase a Vitamix but aren’t really sure what to do with it besides make smoothies.
While the Vitamix is great for making smoothies it has the potential to be used for so much more.
This book contains a plethora of recipes that can all be made quickly and easily right in your
Vitamix. So what are you waiting for?Healthy and Delicious Vitamix Recipes Including:Nuts
MilksNut ButtersBlender BurgersSuper SoupsDelicious Dips and DressingsSensational
SaucesSuperfood SmoothiesFrozen Concoctions ...And More!Get your copy today!Happy
blending!

This one's an encyclopedia. It's a good resource for recipes on the spot but may be
overwhelming if you`re starting out. I like to have it on the shelf in case I'm looking to expand
ideas but it`s recipes are so literal (an advantage to many) that I prefer to use this to brainstorm
my own ideas from rather than to use it each piece. This could apply to all levels of home
preservers but I like it best as an on-demand reference as opposed to a manual. ― Well
Preserved wellpreserved.ca Published On: 2011-04-25Dehydrating is one of the most effective
ways to preserve food for maximun nutrition at a very low cost. The Dehydrator Bible recognizes
that cooking is a blend of science and art. Co-authors Jennifer MacKenize, Jay Nutt and Don
Mercer combined their professional expertise to take the guesswork out of drying a variety of
foods, and sharing successful techniques and recipes. ― Paris Post-Intelligencer Published On:
2011-05-18About the AuthorJennifer MacKenzie is a professional home economist, cookbook
author and recipe developer.Jay Nutt is a chef and and restaurant owner.Don Mercer, Ph.D.,
P.Eng, is an associate professor in the Food Science Department at the University of
Guelph.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionLong before there
was a refrigerator (or two) in every home, a deep-freezer in the basement and supermarkets full
of pretty much anything in a box, package or jar, making food last between harvest seasons
required a great deal of ingenuity. Early civilizations discovered that food left out in the sun was
still edible after it was dry. With the advent of fire, drying and smoking became useful tools for
food preservation between successful hunts and sustained ancient civilizations by providing a
more consistent source of food. Today, we have the benefit of refrigeration, globalized food
production, shipping and commercial processing, so we don't have to preserve our own food at
all. But as the saying goes, everything old is new again.Welcome to the new-old world of food
dehydration. Whether you grow your own food, buy it locally from farmers' markets or farm



stands, hunt for your own meat or even buy your food from a regular supermarket, seasonality
still affects the price and abundance of food. It just makes sense to take advantage of food when
it's abundant (and less expensive) and preserve it for times when it's not as plentiful, or not
available at all. Drying food is a wonderful way to do this. Dried food storage is space-efficient,
and individual dried ingredients can be used in a huge variety of ways, a bonus that other
preservation techniques don't always offer. And when you're cooking with food you dried
yourself, you know exactly where it came from and what's in it.Modern appliances designed for
food dehydration make this ancient preserving technique faster, more efficient, reliable and easy.
We no longer have to worry about wild animals stealing food set out to dry or a sudden
downpour ruining days of drying. A simple appliance with trays, a heat source and a fan takes
away the elements of surprise and essentially allows you to put fresh food in and take dried food
out. Of course, drying food does take some know-how and a little trial and error at times.Cooking
is a blend of science and art. Dehydrating food and turning it into delicious meals is an excellent
example of that, and our team of authors has combined their expertise to maximize both
aspects. Don Mercer is a professional engineer specializing in food science , with years of
experience perfecting the technique of drying food in a lab and in practical settings (including his
own backyard). Don teaches university food processing courses and has done work on food
processing and drying around the world, helping developing communities implement the
science of dehydration to sustain their food supply. Don has taken the guesswork out of drying
foods so you can jump right in. Jennifer MacKenzie is a professional home economist with a
bachelor of science in Foods and Nutrition. Through her expertise in recipe development, testing
and writing, she knows both the science of how food works and the art of making it taste good --
and how to write her techniques down so you can get the same results. Jay Nutt is a chef with
years of experience cooking in restaurants and teaching cooking classes. He and Jennifer co-
own their own restaurant and gourmet food store. Jay s flair for creating fabulous food that
dazzles customers and keeps them coming back for more is incorporated into the recipes in this
book, so you'll get the most out of your dried foods while making tasty dishes your family will
love.We've integrated the latest food safety information into our techniques (we've learned a few
things since the earliest days of dehydrating), and have provided easy-to-follow drying
instructions and time guidelines to give you the tools you need to preserve your own food safely
at home. Once you've mastered the science of drying foods, you can explore the culinary art of
cooking from your pantry full of preserved food. We've included recipes that use a mixture of
dried and fresh ingredients, as well as recipes that primarily use dried ingredients; the latter are
perfect for taking on the trail or road -- or anywhere else without refrigeration.When you've got
your pantry stocked full of dried foods, and while the garden sleeps for the winter, you can take
advantage of your dehydrator's versatility by using it to create homemade pet treats for your furry
companions, to make gifts for family and friends, and even to dry special crafts and homemade
decorations. We've created some recipes and instructions for you to try. Once you get going, you
will likely think of even more uses for your dehydrator between gardening seasons.We hope



you'll enjoy incorporating the age-old practice of food dehydration into your modern life and
taking advantage of what nature provides. So plant a few extra rows of tomatoes and beans, pick
as many strawberries as possible when they re at their peak and buy that big basket of freshly
harvested carrots. Then load up your dehydrator. You'll be thrilled to be cooking with your own
dried foods the whole year through!Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionLong before there was a refrigerator (or two) in every home, a deep-freezer
in the basement and supermarkets full of pretty much anything in a box, package or jar, making
food last between harvest seasons required a great deal of ingenuity. Early civilizations
discovered that food left out in the sun was still edible after it was dry. With the advent of fire,
drying and smoking became useful tools for food preservation between successful hunts and
sustained ancient civilizations by providing a more consistent source of food. Today, we have the
benefit of refrigeration, globalized food production, shipping and commercial processing, so we
don't have to preserve our own food at all. But as the saying goes, everything old is new
again.Welcome to the new-old world of food dehydration. Whether you grow your own food, buy
it locally from farmers' markets or farm stands, hunt for your own meat or even buy your food
from a regular supermarket, seasonality still affects the price and abundance of food. It just
makes sense to take advantage of food when it's abundant (and less expensive) and preserve it
for times when it's not as plentiful, or not available at all. Drying food is a wonderful way to do
this. Dried food storage is space-efficient, and individual dried ingredients can be used in a huge
variety of ways, a bonus that other preservation techniques don't always offer. And when you're
cooking with food you dried yourself, you know exactly where it came from and what's in
it.Modern appliances designed for food dehydration make this ancient preserving technique
faster, more efficient, reliable and easy. We no longer have to worry about wild animals stealing
food set out to dry or a sudden downpour ruining days of drying. A simple appliance with trays, a
heat source and a fan takes away the elements of surprise and essentially allows you to put
fresh food in and take dried food out. Of course, drying food does take some know-how and a
little trial and error at times.Cooking is a blend of science and art. Dehydrating food and turning it
into delicious meals is an excellent example of that, and our team of authors has combined their
expertise to maximize both aspects. Don Mercer is a professional engineer specializing in food
science , with years of experience perfecting the technique of drying food in a lab and in
practical settings (including his own backyard). Don teaches university food processing courses
and has done work on food processing and drying around the world, helping developing
communities implement the science of dehydration to sustain their food supply. Don has taken
the guesswork out of drying foods so you can jump right in. Jennifer MacKenzie is a professional
home economist with a bachelor of science in Foods and Nutrition. Through her expertise in
recipe development, testing and writing, she knows both the science of how food works and the
art of making it taste good -- and how to write her techniques down so you can get the same
results. Jay Nutt is a chef with years of experience cooking in restaurants and teaching cooking
classes. He and Jennifer co-own their own restaurant and gourmet food store. Jay s flair for



creating fabulous food that dazzles customers and keeps them coming back for more is
incorporated into the recipes in this book, so you'll get the most out of your dried foods while
making tasty dishes your family will love.We've integrated the latest food safety information into
our techniques (we've learned a few things since the earliest days of dehydrating), and have
provided easy-to-follow drying instructions and time guidelines to give you the tools you need to
preserve your own food safely at home. Once you've mastered the science of drying foods, you
can explore the culinary art of cooking from your pantry full of preserved food. We've included
recipes that use a mixture of dried and fresh ingredients, as well as recipes that primarily use
dried ingredients; the latter are perfect for taking on the trail or road -- or anywhere else without
refrigeration.When you've got your pantry stocked full of dried foods, and while the garden
sleeps for the winter, you can take advantage of your dehydrator's versatility by using it to create
homemade pet treats for your furry companions, to make gifts for family and friends, and even to
dry special crafts and homemade decorations. We've created some recipes and instructions for
you to try. Once you get going, you will likely think of even more uses for your dehydrator
between gardening seasons.We hope you'll enjoy incorporating the age-old practice of food
dehydration into your modern life and taking advantage of what nature provides. So plant a few
extra rows of tomatoes and beans, pick as many strawberries as possible when they re at their
peak and buy that big basket of freshly harvested carrots. Then load up your dehydrator. You'll
be thrilled to be cooking with your own dried foods the whole year through!Read more
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The Vitamix Cookbook: 250 Delicious Whole Food Recipes to Make in Your Blender Complete
Vitamix Blender Cookbook: Over 350 All-Natural Recipes for Total Health Rejuvenation, Weight
Loss, Detox, Superfood Smoothies, Spice Blends, Homemade Skin & Hair Creams & Much
More Gourmet Vitamix Blender Soup Recipes: Get The Most Out Of Your Vitamix Blender With
These Amazing, Delicious, Quick and Easy Recipes The Healthy Smoothie Bible: Lose Weight,
Detoxify, Fight Disease, and Live Long



Eve, “Great recipes!. This cookbook offers an array of recipes to make using your Vitamix. It
even starts with a chart comparing Vitamix models in case you're looking to purchase or
upgrade.Having only had my Vitamix for a few weeks, I'm still learning everything that it can do.
I've used it multiple times a day since purchasing it.This cookbook has some great recipes not
found in the cookbook that accompanies the Vitamix. These aren't really main meals, more
soups, dips and burger patties - but all original and the photos make a nice finishing touch. I am
especially keen to try some of the variations on hummus and the black bean burgers.It's true
that a lot of the recipes call for some preparation (chopping, simmering, baking in the oven), but
let's face it, the repertoire of Vitamix recipes in general would be pretty small if it was just limited
to recipes you can throw in the Vitamix without any kind of prep (as nice as that is!)My only
disappointment is that there are no suggestions for replacing common allergens like wheat/
gluten, dairy, eggs or nuts. This book does not claim to be allergy-friendly so I can't complain too
much. I'll be trying many of the recipes with my own substitutions and a bit of trial and error.I
purchased this book in Kindle format and, while not perfectly optimised for Kindle, it's still
readable.Looking forward to trying more Vitamix recipes! Thank you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great recipe book for Vitamix. This is a great recipe book with pictures
and nutritional values listed after each recipe which is very important to me as I am a T1
diabetic.”

TGArmstrong, “High quality, great presentation, lots and lots of great recipes.. This is a great
book! I have had a Vitamix for 3 or 4 years, and we have used it, but not to its fullest potential.
We have always made a few of our favorite things, but have never really explored all the
possibilities. When I saw this book, I thought that it would be worth the small investment
(compared to the big price of buying the Vitamix).This is a high quality book. The presentation is
fantastic with lots of images and the recipes are laid out well. The first thing that impressed me
about the book was the amount of recipes. There are 8 chapters or different sections, with each
having 10 to 15 different recipes. The Soups section and Burgers section will be the place that I
will start first, but it will take a long time to try all of these recipes.I am excited to really start using
my Vitamix again. Thanks!”

Linda Lee, “Yummy soup recipes!. Picture of my homemade pesto sauce with home grown fresh
basil. I like the Kindle Format because I can find my recipe while shopping at the store just by
checking my phone. I like the soup and hummus recipes too. Next to try: black bean and quinoa
burger recipes. This book has the recipes divided into categories.I got tired of finding random
recipes on You Tube for my Vita Mix. Every recipe I've tried is easy and delicious. I'm on my 2nd
batch of broccoli cauliflower soup, only I substituted coconut milk for almond milk.If you own a
Vitamix, you need these recipes!! Can't wait to try All the Soups!”



Jonny, “Vitamix. I've been very interested in buying a vitamix blender and I decided to purchase
this book because it was recommended by a friend. This cookbook answered all the questions I
needed because I didn't know all the possibilities that this machine can create. This book
certainly help me make up my mind about purchasing. The recipes seem very delicious and
healthy so I'm very excited for my machine to arrive. I will keep you guys updated on my progress
with the machine and cook.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Gave to a friend who uses it all the time.  She likes it a lot.”

BamaPrincess1, “and I would definitely recommend it to others. The information on how to
actually use the Vitamix is very helpful. The recipes are ok but not necessary ones that fit my
palate. However, that doesn't take away from it's usefulness, and I would definitely recommend it
to others.”

Reader, “For the chocolate milkshake alone. Live your best life with natural ingredients! This
book has some fantastic, easy to whizz, ideas. It made my summer. The recipes are not overly
complicated.  Fantastically easy”

Victoria McGrath, “Vitamix cookbook & more. Nicely illustrated which makes it interesting. My
daughter loved it!”

CMart, “Vitamix Cookbook, Not Just Smoothies.. This is a great cookbook, it is well explained,
the pictures are a big help and this book has plenty of them.  I love it.”

The book by Julia Grady has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 217 people have provided feedback.
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